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Abstract 
Koornwinder, T.H., On Zeilberger’s algorithm and its q-analogue, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 48 (1993) 91-111. 
Gosper’s and Zeilberger’s algorithms for summation of terminating hypergeometric series as well as the 
q-versions of these algorithms are described in a very rigorous way. The paper is a companion to Maple V 
procedures implementing these algorithms. It concludes with the help information for these procedures. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1978 Gosper [6] published an algorithm for indefinite summation of terminating hyper- 
geometric series. Procedures incorporating this algorithm are for instance included in the standard 
library of Maple V [ 3 1. Recently, Zeilberger [ 11,13 ] showed that definite summation of terminating 
hypergeometric series can often be reduced in an algorithmic way to Gosper’s indefinite summation. 
He wrote a long Maple procedure implementing his algorithm and he kindly made available his code 
to all interested people. See [4] for some Maple output produced by this procedure. Zeilberger’s 
algorithm turned out to have a q-version, for which Zeilberger wrote a less widely distributed Maple 
procedure. 
The author [ 7 ] wrote a critical survey paper about Maple’s potential to handle hypergeometric 
series. There he also briefly described Gosper’s and Zeilberger’s algorithms. It is the purpose of the 
present paper to describe these two algorithms as well as their q-versions in a very rigorous way. 
A companion to this paper are two Maple V procedures, called zeilb and qzeilb, implementing 
the Zeilberger and q-Zeilberger algorithm, respectively. These procedures are highly rewritten 
versions of the original procedures written by Zeilberger. It is the intention that this Maple code 
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matches the rigor of the present paper. Thus the present paper together with the source code should 
convince the reader that the output produced by the procedures can be trusted. Furthermore, input 
and output are arranged in such a way that evaluation formulas of terminating hypergeometric 
or q-hypergeometric series as given in [ 1 ] respectively [ 51 (in particular Appendix II) can be 
compared very easily with the results appearing on the computer screen. Those who are interested 
to inspect, test or use the code can request for it by sending e-mail to thk@fwi .uva .nl. 
One warning is appropriate. At the moment that this manuscript had to be finished, not yet 
enough time had been available for heavy testing of the procedures. It can be expected that the 
procedures will gradually be further developed, on the one hand by fixing some (hopefully minor) 
bugs, on the other hand by enlarging their scope such that more results in the formula books will 
become available by computer verification. 
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2 the idea of Zeilberger’s algorithm is 
explained by a simple example. Section 3 describes Gosper’s algorithm, Section 4 Zeilberger’s 
algorithm and Section 5 the q-versions. Finally, Section 6 provides the help information for the 
functions zeilb and qzeilb. 
Definitely not included in this paper is the theoretical background concerning holonomic systems 
(cf. [ 2,121) and further generalizations of the method of Zeilberger’s algorithm (cf., for instance, 
]9,101). 
2. A simple example 
Consider the Chu-Vandermonde summation formula 
n #I(-n,b;c; 1) := c t--n )k (b)k k=c (C)kkl = (c-b)n (c), ’ n = 0 1 2 ’ ’ ‘...’ 
and its special case for c : = -n: 
Here the shifted factorial is defined by 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
In identity (2.2) there is an arbitrary upper boundary n for the summation, while the summand 
is independent of n. We call it indefinite summation. Verification of (2.2) is straightforward by 
checking that 
lb + 1 In _ ‘4 +_&;I _ lb), (b + 1)o (b)o 
n! n . 
nr , n = 1,2,..., 
O! =y-* 
(2.4) 
However, in identity (2.1), the summand depends on the upper boundary n of summation. 
There would be no explicit evaluation for an arbitrary upper boundary m. It works just for upper 
boundary n or for any upper boundary m = n, n + 1,. . . oroo (sincethetermsin (2.1) withk>n 
vanish). So n is a natural upper boundary for the summation. We call this definite summation. 
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Observe also that verification of (2.1) is not as straightforward as was possible for (2.2) by means 
of (2.4). 
In fact, we can find an indefinite summation formula which implies (2.1). Put 
Z(n) := -&4(n,k), 
kc0 
(2.5) 
where 
(-n)k (b)k 
-4(&k) := (C)kk! * 
We want to prove that 
Z(n) = 
Cc - b), 
(c) , 
n 
or, equivalently, that C (0) = 1 and 
C(n) + o(n)Z(n - 1) = 0, n = 1,2 )..., (2.8) 
where 
a(n) := - 
c-b+n-1 
c+n-1 . 
Now the indefinite summation formula 
&4(n,k) +a(n)A(n - 1,k)) = (-n + l)m(b)m+l 
kc0 
(c + n- l)(C),???! 
can immediately be proved by checking that 
t-n + l),(b),+1 C-n + 1 ),+I (b), 
(c + n - l)(c),m! - (c + n - l)(c),_1 (m - I)! 
= A(n,m) + a(n)A(n - l,m), m = 1,2 ,..., 
and 
t-n + lMb)m+l 
(c + n - 1)(&m! m=O 
= A(n,O) + a(n)A(n - 1,O). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(Note that, in (2.6), (2.9)-(2.12), n can be arbitrarily complex. It can be considered as a parameter, 
just as b and c.) Now (2.10) for m = n yields 
C(n) + a(n)C(n - 1) = &t(n,k) + a(n) FA(n - 1,k) 
k=O kc0 
= &4(n,k) +c(n)A(n - 1,/t)) = 0, 
k=O 
since the right-hand side of (2,lO) vanishes for m = n. Hence we obtain (2.8). 
(2.13) 
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Note that (2.10) can be rewritten as an indefinite summation for a certain hypergeometric series 
which is truncated arbitrarily: 
c m (-n)k(b)k(bn(n + c-b - 11-l + l)k = t-n + l),(b + lJm 
kc0 
(C)k(bn(n + c-b - I)-‘)kk! (c)mm! * 
3. Gosper’s algorithm 
Let F be the field of rational functions in some fixed number of indeterminates (not including 
k ) over Q. Let IF (k ) denote the field of rational functions in k over IF and let IF [k ] be the ring of 
polynomials in k over IF. Let u(k), k = O,l,..., be a sequence of nonzero elements of IF such that 
u(k)/a(k - 1) is in F(k). Call a sequence s(k), k = -l,O, l,..., in F an indefinite sum for the 
a(k) if 
s(n)-s(m) = 2 a(k), n,m=-l,O,l,..., m<n, (3.1) 
k=m+l 
or, equivalently, 
s(k) -s(k - 1) = u(k), k = O,l,... . (3.2) 
Then the s(k) are unique up to a constant term. Gosper’s algorithm will do the following. 
( 1) It determines whether there is a solution s (k) to (3.2), nonzero for k = 0, 1,2,. . . , such that 
s (k - 1 )/s (k ) is rational in k over [F. 
(2) If the answer to ( 1) is positive, then it will produce this solution explicitly. 
In order to justify the algorithm we need a few lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let b(k) be a nonzero element of F(k). Then there are elementsp(k), rl (k) and rz(k) 
of ff [ k ] such that 
p(k) rl(k) b(k) = - 
p(k - 1) r2(k)’ 
(3.3) 
gcd(r1 (k),n(k + j)) = 1, (3.4) 
for all integers j > 0, and 
gcdh(k),p(k - 1)) = 1 = gcdh(k),p(k)). (3.5) 
Proof. We first prove the existence statement. Suppose that, for some i = 1,2,. . . , identity (3.3) 
holds together with (3.4) for j = 0, 1, . . . , i - 1 and with (3.5). This is certainly possible with i : = 1 
and p (k ) : = 1. We now describe a successive rewriting of p (k ), rl (k ) , r2 (k ) such that this process 
comes to an end and the end result has the desired properties. If ri (k) has a prime factor y(k) 
such that y(k - i) is a factor of rz(k), then put e(k) := rl(k)/y(k), G(k) := rz(k)/y(k - i), 
F(k) := p(k)y(k)y(k- l)...~(k- i + 1). Then (3.3), (3.4) for j = O,l,...,i- 1 and (3.5) 
still hold when p (k), rl (k), r2 (k) are replaced by pk, r^; (k), r;!(k), respectively. In order to see 
this for (3.5), observe that any common factor of s(k) and 6 (k) must be y (k - j) for some 
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j = O,l,..., i - 1. But this cannot be a factor of r2 (k ) while y (k) is a factor of rl (k). Similarly, 
anycommonfactorofF(k-1) andc(k) mustbey(k-j) forsome j = 1,2,...,i.Butthiscannot 
be a factor of rl (k) while y (k - i) is a factor of r2 (k). 0 
Remark 3.2. It can be shown that the polynomials p (k ), r1 (k ) and r2 (k), as obtained in Lemma 
3.1, are unique up to a constant factor lying in F. 
Lemma 3.3. Let b (k ) be in F (k ) such that b (k ) is a nonzero element of IF for each k = 1,2,. . . . 
Let b(k) be written as (3.3), where p(k), rl (k), r2(k) are in [F[k], satisfy (3.4) for ail integers 
j > 0, and also satisJL 
gcd(rl(k),p(k- 1)) # O# gcd(rz(k),p(k)), fork = 1,2 ,... . 
Thenp(k)# OinFfork = 0,1,2,... andrl(k),r2(k)#Oin[Ffork= 1,2 ,.... 
(3.6) 
Proof. Clearly, because of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), r-1 (k) and r2(k) must be nonzero for k = 1,2,. . . . 
If p (k ) = 0 for some k = 0, 1,2,. . . , then there will be a highest nonnegative integer j for which 
p (j ) = 0. Then b (k ) will have a pole at k = j + 1, which is contrary to the assumption. 17 
We now assume that, for each integer k 2 0, a(k) is a nonzero element of [F and that 
a(k) p(k) rl(k) 
a(k - 1) = P(k_ 1) r2(k)P k = 1,2,..., (3.7) 
such that (3.4) holds for all integers j > 0. Assume also that p(k) # 0 in IF for k = 0, 1,2,. . . and 
rl(k),rz(k) # 0 in F for k = 1,2 ,... . Because of Lemma 3.3 these inequalities will be certainly 
satisfied if (3.5) or the weaker (3.6) are valid. It follows from (3.7) that 
a(k + l)rz(k + 1) a(k)ri(k + 1) 
p(k+ 1) = p(k) 
, k=0,1,2 ,.... (3.8) 
Let s(k) and f(k) be elements of IF defined for k = -l,O, 1,. . . such that 
s(k) = r2(k + lJack + ‘)f (k) 
p(k + 1) 
3 k = _l,O 7 1 )... . 
In view of (3.8 ) we also have 
s(k) = rl (k + l)a(k) 
p(k) 
f(k), k =0,1,2 ,... . 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Notethat,fork = 0,1,2 ,..., we have s(k) # 0 iff f (k) # 0 (because the other factors in (3.9) are 
nonzero). We will always assume that s (k ) and f (k ) are nonzero elements of IF for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Lemma 3.4. Under the above assumptions, the identities 
s(k) -s(k - 1) = a(k) 
and 
rl(k+ l)f(k)-rx(k)f(k-1) =p(k) (3.12) 
(3.11) 
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are equivalent for each k = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
Proof. Identity (3.11) can be equivalently written as 
r2(k + l)a(k + 1) 
f(k)- dddk) 
P(k + 1) p(k) f(k- 1) = a(k), 
and identity (3.12) can be equivalently written as 
rl(k + l)a(k) 
f(k)- 
rz(k)a(k) 
p(k) 
p(k) f(k- 1) = a(k) 
(use that a(k) and p(k) are nonzero for k = 0, 1,2,. . .). Now apply (3.8). 0 
Lemma 3.5. Under the earlier assumptions, let (3.11) and (3.12) be valid for k = 0, 1,2,. . . . Then 
s(k - 1)/s(k) is in F(k) ifff (k) is in F(k). 
Proof. By (3.11) and (3.10) we have 
l_s(k-l) a(k) p(k) 1 
s(k) =s(k)= rl(k + l)fo’ ’ 
Lemma 3.6. Under the earlier assumptions, let f (k ) be in IF (k ) such that (3.12) holds. Then f (k ) 
is in F[k]. 
Proof. See the proof in [ 61. q 
In the following we will mean by deg (g (k ) ) the degree of a polynomial g (k ) and we will put 
this equal to - 1 if g (k ) = 0. 
Lemma 3.7. Under the earlier assumptions, let f(k) be a nonzero element of ~[k] and a solution 
of (3.12). Then, 
(a) ifdeg(rl (k + 1) + rz(k)) G deg(ri (k + 1) - r2 (k)), then 
deg(f (k)) = deg(p(k)) - deg(rl(k + 1) - rz(k)); 
(b) if1 := deg(rl(k + 1) + r2tk)) > deg(rl(k + 1) -rz(k)), then let et be the coefficient ofkt 
in rl(k + 1) + r2(k) and dt-, be the coefficient of kt-l in rl(k + 1) - r2(k); 
(bl ) if -2dt_1 /et is not a nonnegative integer, then 
deg(f (k)) = deg(p(k)) - 1+ 1; 
(b2) if -2dt_l/et is a nonnegative integer, then 
deg(f (k)) < max 24-l --,deg(p(k)) -1 + 1 . 
el > 
Proof. Rewrite ( 3.12) as 
p(k) = (ri(k + 1) -rz(k))i{f (k) + f (k- 1)) 
+ (rl(k + 1) + rz(k))i{f(k) -f(k- 1)). 
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By our assumptions, p (k ) is a nonzero polynomial and rl (k + 1) - rz (k ) and r1 (k + 1) + r2 (k ) 
will not be both equal to zero. Case (a) is now evident. In case (b) let f(k) have degree m with 
coefficient c, of k”. Then, 
p(k) = (d~_~ + $mel)c,k’+‘+’ + 0(k’+“-2). 
Cases (bl) and (b2) are now evident. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Under the earlier assumptions, if (3.12) has solutions f(k) belonging to F[k], then 
these form a zero- or one-dimensional set. In case of dimension one, the solution space has the form 
fo(k) + cfl(k), where fo(k) is some special polynomial solution of (3.12), fi (k) is a nonzero 
polynomial solution of 
rl(k + l)fi(k) -rz(k)fi(k- 1) = 0, 
and c is an arbitrary element of IF. If such a solution 
k = -l,O,l... and r2(0) # 0. 
Proof. Clearly, if (3.12) has two distinct polynomial 
(3.13) 
J(k) of (3.13) exists, then fi (k) # 0 for 
solutions, then their difference fi (k ) is a 
nonzero polynomial solution of (3.13), unique up to a constant factor. If fi (k) = 0 for some 
k = -l,O, I,... or if r2(0) = 0, then fi (k) = 0 for infinitely many values of k, which would 
contradict that fi (k) is a nonzero polynomial. 0 
We can now describe the successive steps of Gosper’s algorithm. Let a (k) be given. 
Stepl.Checkthata(k)fork=0,1,2,... is a nonzero element of [F. Also check that a (k) /a (k - 1) 
is in F(k). 
Step 2. Determine p(k), rl (k), r2(k) in (3.7) by the algorithm given in the proof of Lemma 3.1 
(existence statement). 
Step 3. Find, by Lemma 3.7, an upper bound d for the degree of a nonzero polynomial f(k) 
satisfying (3.12). If d is negative, then there will be no solution s(k) of (3.11) with the desired 
properties. 
Step 4. Put 
f(k) := &k’, 
i=o 
(3.14) 
where the f;: are yet unknown elements of IF. Find the most general solution of the system of linear 
equations in the J; obtained by putting the coefficients of the various powers of k in 
rl(k + 1)f (k) - rz(k)f(k - 1) -p(k) (3.15) 
equal to 0. If no solution is found, then there will be no solution s(k) of (3.11) with the desired 
properties. Otherwise, the solution space may have dimension 0 or 1. 
Step 5. In case the solution space has dimension 0, check if f (k) # 0 for k = 0, 1,2,. . . . When 
this is not the case, there will be no solution of (3.11) with the desired properties. 
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Step 6. Obtain the desired solution(s) s(k) of (3.11) from (3.9). Then 
s(n) -S(-1) = &(k). 
k=O 
Our Maple program implements Gosper’s algorithm for 
(al)k’” (W)k Zk 
a(k) := (P,)k-.’ (,bs)k n 
being the coefficients of a truncated hypergeometric series. Here ~1,. . . , a,., PI, 
elements of IF. In order that a(k) is in IF for each k = 0, 1,2,. . . , we require that 
A,..., /3s# o,-l,-2 )... . 
Also, in order that a (k ) # 0 for k = 0, 1,2, . . . , we require that 
(3.19) al,..., c+#O,-l,-2 ,... and z#O. 
Now a(k)/u(k - 1) is certainly in IF(k): 
u(k) (a, + k- l)..s(a, + k- 1)z 
a(k-1) = (Bl+k-l),..(Bs+k-1)k’ 
Remark 3.9. If, in (3.17 ), 
al,..., a,# I,%%..., (3.20) 
then k will be a factor of r*(k), so rz(O) = 0 and ~(-1) = 0 by (3.9). Hence, for such ai’s, (3.11) 
(3.16) 
. . . 
(3.17) 
, ps and z are 
(3.18) 
has at most one solution s (k ) and such a solution will satisfy s (- 1) = 0. We will always make this 
assumption (3.20). 
Example 3.10. Consider (2.2), so 
(b)k a(k) := k!, 
[F := Q(b) and conditions (3.18)-(3.20) are satisfied. From 
a(k) b+k-1 
u(k-1) = k ’ 
we get 
p(k) = 1, rr(k) = b+k-1, r2(k) = k. 
Hence, 
(3.22) 
rl(k + 1) + r2(k) = 2k + b, rl(k+ l)-r2(k) = b, 
so we are in the case (b 1) of Lemma 3.7 and every nonzero solution f (k ) of (3.12) will have 
degree 0. Equation (3.12) becomes 
(b+k)f(k)-kf(k-1) = 1, 
(3.21) 
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so f(k) = b-l, which is nonzero for k = 0,1,2,.. . . Now (3.9) yields 
s(k) = k + ’ @)k+l 
b (k + l)!’ 
k = -l,O,l,... . 
Thus, indeed, s (- 1) = 0 and 
s(k) = (b + l)k 
k! 
, k = 0,1,2 ,... . 
4. Zeilberger’s algorithm 
Let IF be the field of rational functions in some fixed number of indeterminates (not including k 
and n) over Cl. Let A (n, k) be such that 
(i) A(n,k) l [Ffor n,k = 0,1,2 ,..,; 
(ii) A(n, k) is a nonzero element of IF(n) for k = 0, 1,2,. . . ; 
(iii) A(n,k) = 0 for integer n, k with 0 < n < k; 
(iv) A(n, k)/A(n, k - 1) is in ff (n, k); 
(v) A(n, k)/A(n - 1, k) is in ff (n, k). 
Put 
E(n) := 2 A(n, k), n=0,1,2 ).... (4.1) 
k=O 
Fix I = 1,2,... . Zeilberger’s algorithm will search for oj (n ), j = 1,2, . . . , 1, in lF (n ) such that 
E (n ) satislies the Ith-order recurrence 
C(n) + &CJj(n)Z(n -j) = 0, n = l,l+ 1,1+ 2 ,... . (4.2) 
j=l 
In particular, if such a recurrence can be found for 1 = 1, then C(n) can be obtained by iteration 
of (4.2) from the starting value C(0) = A(O,O). 
Zeilberger’s algorithm reduces the problem to Gosper’s algorithm as follows. Let the Cj (n) be yet 
undetermined elements of [F (n ) . Put 
u(k) := A(n,k) + kgj(n)A(n-j,k). (4.3) 
j=l 
Then u(k), k = 0, 1,. . . , is a sequence of elements of IF (n ). Assume that the aj (n ) are such that 
the u(k) are nonzero elements of F(n). From (4.3) we obtain 
a(k) 1 + Cfcl aj(n)A(n - j,k)/A(n,k) A(n,k) 
a(k-1) = 1 + Cj,, oj(n)A(n - j,k - l)/A(n,k - l)A(n,k- 1)’ 
(4.4) 
so a(k)/u(k - 1) is in [F(n)(k). 
Now suppose Gosper’s algorithm has supplied explicit Oj (n ) and an explicit solution s (n ) = 
S(n,k) of (3.2), where s(k) is, for each k = -l,O, l,..., an element of F(n), nonzero if k = 
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0,1,2 )... . (In a moment we will discuss the details of this application of Zeilberger’s algorithm.) 
Suppose that ~(-1) = 0. Then, by (3.16), 
S(n,m) = s(m) = -&d = CA(n,k) + -&7,(n) 2A(n -j,k), (4.5) 
k=O kc0 j=l k=O 
m=0,1,2 ).... Suppose that also S (n, n) = 0. Then, by (4.1) and assumption (iii) on the A(n,k), 
the case m = n of (4.5) yields (4.2). 
We now discuss the details of the application of Gosper’s algorithm. Write 
A(n,k) Bhk) 
A(n - 1,k) =C(n,k)’ (4.6) 
where B(n, k) and C(n, k) are coprime elements of 6[n, k], and 
A(n,k) D(n, k) 
A(n,k - 1) =E(n,k)’ (4.7) 
where D(n,k) and E(n,k) are coprime elements of ff [n,k]. Then B(n,k), C(n, k), D(n,k) and 
E (n, k) are nonzero elements of F(n) for k = 0, 1,2,. . . . We obtain from (4.4) that 
a(k) PO(k) Mk) 
a(k - 1) = Pe(k - 1) rIe(k)’ 
(4.8) 
where 
i-1 
PO(k) := nB(n - i,k) + hgj(n)‘GC(n - i,k) ‘sB(n - i,k), 
i=o j=l i=O i=j 
(4.9) 
1-I 
qo(k):= D(n,k)nB(n-&k-l), 
izo 
(4.10) 
l-l 
r20(k) := E(n,k) nB(n - i,k). 
i=O 
(4.11) 
Then rlo(k) and rzc(k) are elements of F(n) [k] and nonzero elements ofF(n) for each k = 1,2,. . . . 
Now use the algorithm of Lemma 3.1 in order to write 
rlo(k) p1 (k) rl (k) 
YZOo= pl(k - 1) rz(k)’ 
where pi (k),rl (k),rz(k) are elements of F(n) [k], such that 
gcd(rl(k),rz(k + j)) = 1, 
for all integers j 3 0, and 
(4.12) 
gcdh(k),pl(k- 1)) = 1 = gcdh(k),pl(k)). 
Put 
p(k) := po(k)p, (k). (4.13) 
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Then (4.8), (4.12) and (4.13) yield (3.7). 
Note that, by (4.9), (4.3) and (4.6), 
PO(k) = -&$B+i,k). 
3 
1=0 
Thus, by (3.9) and (4.13), 
S(n,k) = s(k) = r2(k + l)f(k)d(n,k + 1) 
p,(k + I)~f=;B(n-i,k + 1)’ 
k = -l,O,l,... . (4.14) 
We can now describe the successive steps of Zeilberger’s algorithm. Let A (n, k) be given. 
Step 1. Check conditions (i)-(v) of the beginning of this section. Write A(n,k)/A(n - 1,k) and 
A(n,k)/A(n,k - 1) as in (4.6) and (4.7). 
Step 2. Determine p1 (k), rl(k), r2(k) in (4.12) by the algorithm of Lemma 3.1. Check if 
r2 (0) = 0, otherwise the algorithm fails. Determine p (k) (with yet undetermined aj) by (4.13) 
and (4.9). 
Step 3. Find by Lemma 3.7 an upper bound d for the degree over lF( n ) of a solution f (k ) 
of (3.12) which lies in IF (n ) [k 1. (Here we take for deg(p (k ) ) the degree of p (k ) with yet 
undetermined oj (n ), so, with a priori knowledge of the aj (n ), d might have been lower. ) If d is 
negative, then the algorithm fails. 
Step 4. Now substitute (3.14) in (3.15) and obtain a system of linear equations over [F(n) in the 
f;:, i = 0,. . . , d, and oi, i = 1,. . . , I, by putting the coefficients of the various powers of k in (3.15) 
to 0. Solve this system of equations. If no solution is found, then the algorithm fails. Otherwise, the 
solution space may have dimension 0 or higher. In case of higher dimension, we will have some 
free parameters with which we extend the field [F. 
Step 5. With the solutions from Step 4 substituted, we have to re-evaluate some expressions in 
order to be sure that the conditions under which Gosper’s algorithm works are still valid. Check if 
p(k) is a nonzero element of [F(n) for k = 0, 1,2,... and if a (0) is a nonzero element of IF(n). 
Then, by (3.7), a(k) is a nonzero element of [F(n) for k = 0,1,2,... . Check if f(k) # 0 for 
k=0,1,2 ,.... If one of the checks gives a negative answer, then the algorithm fails. 
Step 6. Obtain the solution s(k) = S(n,k) of (3.11) from (3.9). Then ~(-1) = 0 by (3.9), 
since r2 (0) = 0. Now we have to check if possibly for certain n = 1, I + 1,l + 2,. . . the h (n ) and 
cri (n) have poles. Suppose there are no poles for integer n > ~10 > I - 1. Consider (4.5) only for 
such n. Check if possibly S(n, n ) # 0 for some integer n > ~10. We can do this by inspection of 
(3.9). Because of (4.3) and assumption (iii) on A(n,k) we have a(k + l)(kcn = 0 for integer 
n > no. Thus we have to check if possibly r2 (k -f 1) (ken has a pole or p (k + 1) (k=n has a zero 
for integer y1 > no. If this is the case, then we can get integer ni > no such that S( n, n) = 0 for 
II > 1z1. Define C(n) by (4.1). Then the recurrence (4.2) is valid for IZ > nl. 
Our Maple program implements Zeilberger’s algorithm for sums (4.1) with 
A(n’k) := 
(-n>k (a2 + i2n)k”’ (a, + b)k k 
k! (PI + j,n)k... (Ps + jsn)k= 
being the coefficients of a hypergeometric series 
rFs [ 
-n, cq + iIn,. . . , cyr + i,n 
p1 + j,rz,...,/3$ +j,n ;= . 1
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We assume that no upper indices coincide with lower indices of the hypergeometric function, that 
a2, . . . , w, PI,. . . , Ps and z are elements of lF and that i2, . . . , ir, j,, . . . , j, E Z. In order that A (n, k) 
is in F for n, k = 0, 1,2,. . . we require that 
/&$Z, ifit=-l,-2 ,..., 
and 
/$#O,--l,-2 ,..., ifjl=O. 
In order that A(n,k) # 0 as element of F(n) for k = 0,1,2, 
(Y~ # 0, -1, -2,. . . , if it = 0. 
Now A(n, k) = 0 for integer y1, k with 0 < y1 < k. We get 
. . . , we require that z # 0 and 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
A(n, k) -n+k--1 (cq+izn+k-l)~+~(cr,+i,n+k-1) 
A(n,k-1) = k (PI + j,n + k - 1) ... (p3 + jsn + k - 1) ’ 
(4.18) 
and 
A(n,k) n r (at + &(n- 1) + k)i, ’ 
A(n - 1,k) = n-ktc2 n (at + &(n - l))i, rI 
(Pt + jt(n - l))jt 
1=1 (PI + j,(n - 1) + k)i,’ 
(4.19) 
where the shifted factorial (a )k is defined by (2.3), also for negative integer k. Clearly, the 
right-hand sides of (4.18) and (4.19) are elements of lF (n) (k). 
We can now perform Step 1 and Step 2. In order to obtain rz(O) = 0 in Step 2, we require that 
a*# 1,2 ,..., if&=O. (4.20) 
Next we can perform Steps 3-6. 
Example 4.1. Consider (2.1), so A(n,k) is given by (2.6), IF := Q(b,c) and conditions (4.15)- 
(4.1 7) and (4.20) are satisfied. Let the desired order of recurrence 1 be equal to 1. Then 
a(k) := A(n, k) + q(n)A(n - l,k), 
A(n,k) n A(n,k) (-n + k- l)(b + k- 1) 
A(n - 1, k) =n_k’ A(n,k-1) = (c+k-1)k . 
Then we get (3.7) with 
p(k) = --II + al(n)(k -n), 
rl(k) = (k-n- I)(k + b- I), rz(k) = k(k + c- 1). 
We are in the case (bl) of Lemma 3.7 and find that deg(f(k)) G 0. So, f(k) = fo(n). We have 
to solve 
h(k + 1) - r2(k))SO(n) -p(k) = 0, 
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(b-c-n+ l)&(n)-or(n) =o, 
-nbfo(n) + n + nal(n) = 0. 
As a unique solution we find 
fo(n) = 
1 
or(n) = - 
n+c-b-l 
c+n-1’ n+c-1 * 
Now all checks of Step 5 give positive answers and in Step 6 we find that no and nr are equal to 0. 
Thus we obtain (2.8) with g(n) given by (2.9) and hence we obtain (2.7). We also obtain (2.10) 
from (4.14). 
Example 4.2. Let ml, . . . , mp be nonnegative integers and let n be an integer such that n 3 
ml + ..’ + mp. Minton [ 8 ] showed that 
F -n,b,c~ + ml,...,c, + m p;1 = 
I 
iZ! (Cl -al, ..’ (cp - b)mp 
P+2 p+l 
b + l,Cl,...,Cp (b + 1), (b&n,... (b&n, 
Put the left-hand side equal to X (n ). Then, 
C(n) n 
C(n - 1) =b+n’ 
n > ml + .a. + m,. 
So we have the complication here that the evaluation of the ratio C(n)/.E(n - 1) is not valid for 
the lowest values of n, up to ml + . . + m,. Let us analyse this with Zeilberger’s algorithm in the 
simple special case 
C(n) := 3F2 
-n, b,c + 1 
b+ 1,~ 
;l 1 = kA(n,k), k=O 
with 
(--n)k b(c + k) 
A(n,k) := k! (b + k)c’ 
Then F : = Q( b, c), and conditions (4.15)-(4.17) and (4.20) are satisfied. Let the desired order of 
recurrence I be equal to 1. Then, 
a(k) := ‘4(&k) + a,(n)A(n - l,k), 
A(n,k) n A(n,k) -n+k-1 (c+k)(b+k-1) 
A(n - 1,k) =n_k’ A(n,k-1) = k (b+k)(c+k-1)’ 
Then we get (4.8) with 
PO(k) = -n+al(n)(k-n), 
rlo(k) =n(-n+k-l)(c+k)(b+k-l), rzo(k) = nk(c + k - l)(b + k). 
Hence we get (3.7) with 
p(k) = (c+k)(-n +ol(n)(k-n)), 
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= 
(bl ) of Lemma 3.7 and find that deg(f (k ) ) < 1. Solution of the resulting 
equation (3.12 ) yields 
n 
al(n) = --, f(k) = c 
nk 
b+n n+b + (n+b)(n-1)’ 
Now all checks of Step 5 have positive answer. In Step 6 we find that fi (n) has a pole at n = 1. 
We obtain no = 1 = nl. Thus 
C(n) n 
C(n - 1) 
= -01 (n) = 
b+’ 
for n = 2,3,. . . . 
5. The q-case 
Consider the q-Chu-Vandermonde summation formula 
241 (q-n, 
b;c;q,q) := 2 (q-“;qh(b;q)kqk = ‘;‘cf;;+,,, 
k,O (C;q)k(q;q)k 
n=0,1,2 ,..., (5.1) 
, n 
and its special case for c : = q-5 
c ’ (b;dkqk = (bq;q)n 
k=O (q;q)k (q;q)n ’ 
n = 0,1,2 ,... . 
Here the q-shifted factorial is defined by 
(a;q)k := (~~;~~p , 
05 
k E Z, (a;q), := n (1 - aqj). 
9 m j=O 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
As with (2.2), formula (5.2) is an indefinite summation which can be verified immediately. 
Formula (5.1) is a definite summation which can be treated along similar lines as (2.1). Write the 
sum in (5.1) as (2.5) with 
A(n, k) := (4-n;4)k(b;dkqk 
(C;q)k(q;q)k 
, k=0,1,2 ,.... 
Then A(n,k) = 0 for integer n, k such that k > n. Since (5.1) evidently holds for n = 0, the 
general case of (5.1) would follow from (2.8) with 
a(n) := 
-6 + qn+ 
1 _qn-lc * 
Now the indefinite summation formula 
(5.4) 
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can be immediately be proved by checking that 
(q-n+‘; q)m(b;q)m+1 (q-“+l; q)m-1 (h4)m 
(1 -cPl)(c;q)m(q;q)m - (1 -w-1)(c;q)m-1(4;4)m-1 
= A(n,m) + a(n)A(n - l,m), 
form = 1,2,..., and that 
(q-“+l; 
4)rn(k4)m+l 
(1 -fw+‘)(c;q)m(q;q)m m=O 
= A(n,O) + fJ(n)A(n - 1,O). 
Note that, in the above formulas, qn can be treated as a complex parameter. Since the right- 
hand side of (5.4) vanishes for m = rz, (2.8) will follow by (2.13). Surprisingly, Gosper’s and 
Zeilberger’s algorithms can be carried over to the q-case almost unchanged. Let us briefly indicate 
which adaptations have to be made in our descriptions of these algorithms. 
In Section 3, IF will now be the field of rational functions in some fixed number of indeterminates 
including q (but not including k) over Q. The q-Gosper algorithm will look for solutions s(k) to 
(3.2), nonzero for k = 0,1,2,. . . such that s(k - 1)/s(k) is rational in q“ over F. Throughout in 
Section 3 replace F(k) by F(qk) and F[k] by lF[qk]. 
In Lemma 3.1, p (k ) will be only unique up to a factor which is a constant times some power of 
qk. 
In Lemma 3.6, the conclusion will be that f(k) is in IF [qk, qmk], i.e., a Laurent polynomial in 
qk over IF. 
In the reformulation of Lemma 3.7, let deg(g (k) ) and ldeg( g (k) ) mean the highest occurring 
degree rrz2 and the lowest occurring degree ml in a nonzero Laurent polynomial 
g(k) := 5 cjqik, ml,m2 E z, ml d m2, Cm, # 0 # Cm,. 
j=ml 
We now have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Under the suitably reformulated assumptions ofSection 3, let f(k) be a nonzero element 
ofF[q’, q-k] and a solution of (3.12). Then, 
(a) ifldegh (k)) # ldeg(rz(k)), then 
ldeg(f(k)) = ldeg(p(k)) - min{ldeg(rl(k)),ldego)); 
(b) if 1 : = ldeg( r1 (k) > = ldeg(r2 (k) ), then let dl and el be the coeficients of qk’ in rl (k) 
respectively r2(k ) ; 
(bl) ifglog(el/dr) $ Z, then 
ldeg(f(k)) = ldeg(p(k)) - 1; 
(b2) if Qlog(el/dl) E Z, then 
ldeg(f(k)) > min{qlog(er/dl),ldeg(p(k))} - 1. 
Also, 
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(a’) ifdeg(rl(k)) # deg(rz(k)), then 
deg(f(W = &b(k)) -max{deg(ri(k)),deg(r2(k))}; 
(b’) $1 := deg(rl(k)) = deg(rz(k)), then let dl and el be the coeficients ofqk’ in rl(k) 
respectively r2 (k ) ; 
(bl’) ifqlog(el/dl) $ Z, then 
de&f(k)) = @(p(k)) - 1; 
(b2’) ifqlog(el/dl) E Z, then 
deg(f(k)) < max 
{qlog(;) } 
,deg(p(k)) - 1. 
Remark 5.2. We may relax the assumptions on p (k ) by allowing that p (k) is a Laurent polynomial 
instead of an ordinary polynomial in q k. Suppose m is the lower bound found for ldeg(f (k ) ) in 
Lemma 5.1. Now put 
_?(k) := q-“kf(k), F(k) := q-“kp(k), 
c(k) := r,(k), G(k) := q-“rz(k). 
Then (3.7) and (312) are still satisfied with T(k), p(k), G(k), q(k) instead of f(k), p(k), 
rl(k), rz(k), and f(k) is in F[qk] but z(k) is possibly in F[qk,qek]. If p(k) has terms with 
negative powers of q k, then (3.12) will have no solution. 
Steps l-6 in Section 3 can now be performed in the q-case with the obvious minor adaptations. 
In particular, in Step 3 we determine a lower bound for ldeg(f (k ) ), then rewrite f (k ), p (k ), 
rl (k), r2(k) as in Remark 5.2, and finally find an upper bound d for deg(f (k)). If ldeg($(k)) < 0 
or if d < 0, then the algorithm fails. In Step 4 we put 
f(k) := &qk’. 
is0 
Our Maple program implements the q-Gosper algorithm for 
a(k) := 
(al;q)k”’ (a,;q)k((-l)kqk(k-‘)‘2)s-r+‘Zk 
(Pl;q)k..’ (Ps;q)k(q;q)k ’ 
Here al,. . . , CQ, PI,. . . ,ps and z are elements of F. In order that a (k ) is in IF for each k = 0, 1,2, . . . , 
we require that 
PI,. ..,/&# l,q-‘,q-2 )... . 
Also, in order that a(k) # 0 for k = 0, 1,2,. . . , we require that 
a1 ,..., a,# l,q-‘,qm2 ,... and zf 0. 
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Now a(k)/a(k - 1) is certainly in IF (qk): 
a(k) (l_alqk-‘)...(l_,,qk-l)(-qk-l)s-r+lZ 
a(k-1) = (l-P1qk-‘)...(l--P,qk-l)(l-qk) . 
If 
then 1 - qk will be a factor of rz(k), so r2(0) = 0 and s(-1) = 0 by (3.9). We will always make 
this assumption. 
For the q-version of Zeilberger’s algorithm we make slight adaptations of Zeilberger’s algorithm as 
describedinSection4.Inassumptions (iv) and (v) letA(n,k)/A(n,k-1) andA(n,k)/A(n-1,k) 
be in [F (q”, qk ). Throughout replace rational or polynomial dependence on n, k by a similar 
dependence on qn, qk. The other adaptations in Steps l-6 of Section 4 can be made in a similar 
way as for the q-Gosper algorithm. In connection with Remark 5.2 observe that the substitution 
F(k) := q-““p(k) will b e caused by a substitution Fr (k) := qmrnkpl (k) (cf. (4.12) and (4.13)), 
while pc (k) (cf. (4.9) ) remains unaffected. 
Our Maple program implements the q-Zeilberger algorithm for sums (4.1) with 
A(n,k) := (4-“;4)k(qni2a2;q)k’.’ (@%;dk ~~_~)kqk(k-1)/2y-r+l(qnv~)k 
(q;q)k(@Pl;C?)k”. (C+Ps;C?)k 
being the coefficients of a q-hypergeometric series 
We assume that no upper indices coincide with lower indices of the q-hypergeometric function, that 
~z,...,c+, Pt,...,/LandC are elements of IF and that i2,. . ., ir,jl,. . . ,js,u E Z. As in (4.15)-(4.17), 
(4.20) we require that 
q h3Pt $ z, ifjt = -l,-2,..., qlogj3,# O,-I,-2 ,..., ifjt= 0, 
qlogat+?Z, if&=O, CfO. 
We get 
Ah k) 
A(n,k-1) = 
(1 - q-“+k-‘)(l - qni2+k-L!2). . * (1 - qnir+k-‘a,) (_qk_l)s_r+*qnvC 
(1 -qk)(l -qnh+k-1 PI). . . (1 - qQS+k-lps) 
and 
A(n,k) 1 - q-” r (q(~-l)i~+kat;q)i, s 
rI 
I-J (q("-')jt~t;(I)jt vk 
A(n - 1, k) = I - q-n+k t=2 (q(n-l)if,,; q)i, t=l (q(n-l)jf+kfit; q)jrq ’ 
where the q-shifted factorial (a; q )k is defined by (5.3 ), also for negative integer k. 
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6. Implementation of the algorithms in Maple 
Function: zeilb - summation of terminating hypergeometric series by Zeilberger’s algorithm. 
Calling sequence: 
zeilb(Cal,a2 ,... I, [bl,b2 ,... 1, z, n, 1, t>. 
Parameters: 
Cal,a2,... 1 - list of numerator coefficients; 
[bl,b2,...1 - list of denominator coefficients; 
z - argument of hypergeometric function; 
n - truncate hypergeometric series as a sum from 0 to n; 
l- required order of recurrence looked for in Zeilberger’s algorithm; 
t- optional, positive integer determining talklevel of output, default max (I, print level). 
Synopsis: 
- The function zeilb(a,b, z, n,l> tries to evaluate (if 1 = 0 or 1) the truncated hypergeometric 
series 
or to find a recurrence relation in II of order 1 (if 1 > 2) for it. 
- If 1 > 1, then one of the numerator coefficients must equal -n. 
- If 1 = 0, then Gosper’s algorithm is applied. 
- If 1 = 0 or 1 and if evaluation of the sum is possible for all n = 0, 1,2,. . . as a quotient of 
products of shifted factorials, then the function will return in this form, with the notation f ac (c, k> 
being used for the shifted factorial (c)k. 
- In all other cases, where the algorithm succeeds, the function will return as a recurrence expressing 
INH(n) in terms of INHWI), INHM-2),..., INH(n-1)) followed by the inequality n > n 1 for which 
the recurrence is valid. Here INH(n) denotes the series given by the input, in its dependence on n. 
The variable INH is global. 
- If the algorithm fails, then nothing is returned. 
- If 1 > 0, t > 2 and the algorithm succeeds, then a short proof of the outcome will be printed. 
There inh(n, k> denotes the kth term of INH(n). The variable inh is global. 
- This function should be defined by inputting the file zeilb with the read command. 
Examples: 
> read zeilb: 
> zeilb(C-n,bl, Ccl ,l,n,l); 
fac(- b + c, n> 
---_--__--__--_ 
fac(c, n> 
> zeilb(Cbl,C I,l,n,O)j 
(b + n> fac(b, n> 
_-______________- 
fac(1, n> b 
> zeilb(C-n,b,c+ll, Cb+l,cl ,l,n,l); 
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n INH(n - 1) 
____________, 1 < n 
b+n 
> zeilb(C-n,bl , [cl ,z,n,2) ; 
(z n - 2 n + z b - c + 2 - z) INH(n - I> (z - I) (n - I) INH(n - 2) 
- _________-___-___-__~-~~--~~_-~~_--~---~ + _---_---_---__--__--__--_-, 1 < n 
c-l+n c-l+n 
Function: qzeilb - summation of terminating q-hypergeometric series by the q-version of Zeil- 
berger’s algorithm. 
Calling sequence: 
qzeilb([al,a2,... 1, Cbl,b2 )... I, q, z, 72, 1, t>. 
Parameters: 
Cal,a2,... 1 - list of numerator coefficients; 
[bl, b2,. . .I - list of denominator coefficients; 
4 - base of q-hypergeometric function; 
z - argument of q-hypergeometric function; 
n - truncate q-hypergeometric series as a sum from 0 to n; 
l- required order of recurrence looked for in Zeilberger’s algorithm; 
t- optional, positive integer determining talklevel of output, default max(1 ,printlevel). 
Synopsis: 
- The function qzeilb(a, b, q, z, n, I> tries to evaluate (if I = 0 or 1) the truncated q-hypergeometric 
series 
n (al;q)k(a2;q)k~.* c ((-1 )kqW-Wy-s+lZk 
k=O (bl;q)k(&q)k”’ (4; q)k 
or to find a recurrence relation in II of order I (if 1 >, 2) for it. Here r is the number of terms in 
the list of numerator coefficients and s the number of terms in the list of denominator coefficients. 
- If 1 > 1, then one of the numerator coefficients must equal q-“. 
- If I = 0, then the q-version of Gosper’s algorithm is applied. 
- If 1 = 0 or 1 and if evaluation of the sum is possible for all n = 0, 1,2,. . . as a quotient 
of products of q-shifted factorials, then the function will return in this form, with the notation 
qf ac (c, q, k> being used for the q-shifted factorial (c; q )k. 
- In all other cases, where the algorithm succeeds, the function will return as a recurrence expressing 
INQH(n) in terms of INQH(n-11, INLjH(n-2),.. . ,INIJH(n-l), followed by the inequality n > nl for 
which the recurrence is valid. Here INqH(n) denotes the series given by the input, in its dependence 
on II. The variable INQH is global. 
- If the algorithm fails, then nothing is returned. 
- If 1 > 0, t > 2 and the algorithm succeeds, then a short proof of the outcome will be printed. 
There inqh(n, k> denotes the kth term of INqH(n). The variable inqh is global. 
- This function should be defined by inputting the file qzeilb with the read command. 
- This function does not work properly with the present version of simplify/power in Maple V. 
One should install the bugfix of simplify/power which has been distributed. 
Examples: 
> # assume that simplify-power is the bugfix file for simplify/power 
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> op(4,op(readlib)) [‘simplify/power’] := 
readlib(‘simplify/power’,‘simplify_power~~: 
> read qzeilb: 
> qzeilb(Cq^(-n) ,bl, Ccl ,q,q,n,l); 
n 
b qfac(c/b, q, n> 
--mm-__-___--_---- 
qfac(c, q, n> 
> qzeilb([bl , C I ,q,q,n,O); 
(n + 1) 
(- q + b q 1 qfac(b, q, n> 
_____________--__---~---~--~~~~~ 
qfac(q, q, n> q (b - I> 
> qzeilb(Cq^(-n),b,q*cl, [q*b,cl ,q,q,n,l); 
n 
(- 1 + q > b INQH(n - 1) 
____-___--__-___-_______, l<n 
n 
q b-l 
> qzeilb( Cq^(-n) ,bl , Ccl ,q,z,n,2) ; 
2 2 n n2 n n n2 
(- z q +q q - (q ) c q + c q q + q z b q - (q > c> INQH(n - 1) 
_________________________________-_-~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~--~~--------------- 
n n 
q q(-q c+q) 
Ii n 
(z b q - q c> (- q + q> INQH(n - 2) 
+ _______________--_--_______________-_, lcn 
n n 
qq c-q c+q) 
> qzeilb(Ca^2,q*a,-q*a,b,c,d,a^4*q^(n+l)/b/c/d,q-(-n)l, 
> [a,-a,a^2*q/b,a^2*q/c,a^2*q/d,b*c*d*a^(-2)*q-(-n),a-2*q-(n+l)l,q,q,n,l); 
2 2 2 
a q 2 a q a q 
qfac(----, q, II) qfac(a q, q, n> qfac(----, q, n> qfac(----, 9, n> 
bd bc cd 
___________________-__--__---~--~~___--_---~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------- 
2 2 2 2 
a q a q a q a q 
qfac(----, q, n) qfac(----, q, n> qfac(-----, q, n> qfac(----, q, n> 
b d bed C 
The last computation required CPU-time 91.78 on a Sun4/280S and about five times as much 
on a Macintosh IIsi with floating-point unit. 
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